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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Items to Confirm in New Supplier Workbench
Customer challenge

Solution area

Meet that challenge with 
SAP Ariba

Implementation information

Experience key benefits

Prerequisites and Restrictions

Ease of implementation      
Geographic relevance

Low touch / simple 
Global

SAP Ariba Commerce Automation
SAP Ariba Supply Chain Collaboration

This feature is automatically on for all customers 
with the applicable solutions and is ready for 
immediate use.

None

Confirming scheduled line items via the Ariba 
Network user interface allows for line and multi-
schedule line item confirmations. Certain scenarios 
can become complex, yielding a challenging or less 
efficient experience to end users.

The New Supplier Portal introduces an Items to 
Confirm tile within the overall tile framework capability.  
The new tile functionality places a significantly 
expanded set of confirmation actions directly into the 
hands of the supplier, providing for a more intuitive 
and efficient user experience.

Significantly increased capability for filtering and 
searching of items to confirm

Expanded flexibility in table column display and 
grouping configuration capabilities

Actions previously sitting behind menus now directly 
actionable in the confirmation table itself

New split action allows for intuitive capability to add 
(or remove) split lines as necessary, directly in the 
confirmation table
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The New Supplier Portal and Workbench (SA-9251) provides a configurable tile 
overview bar as one its main navigational concepts.  

Items to Confirm is an underlying tile with rich functionality that suppliers may configure 
(not present by default). See https://my.ariba.com/2019-new-supplier-experience.html
for more information on the New Supplier Portal.

https://support.ariba.com/item/view/195841
https://my.ariba.com/2019-new-supplier-experience.html
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1. Significantly increased capability for 
filtering and searching.

2. Added available fields for filtering, 
including applicable status-related 
fields.

3. Addition of new filters, examples 
include “Creation Date” and “External 
Document Type”.

4. Defaulting of certain status filters (e.g. 
“Confirmation Status” excludes 
Confirmation Not Allowed and Fully 
Confirmed) presents a more action-
oriented default view, while also 
allowing flexibility to reveal hidden 
items for further review.
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Expanded flexibility in table display configuration capabilities, including significantly increased field selection 
options for table column display and column grouping, plus configurable timestamp display for applicable 
fields.
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3. A simple example is ability to export to Excel is now 
available directly and not an underlying menu option.

4. Editing of an expanded set of fields is available directly 
in the summary table whereas previously it sat behind 
the “Update Line Items” menu.

5. Confirmation Number previously was auto-generated, 
but is now fully editable.

6. Rejection Reason and Comment are now available and 
in an intuitive location.

1. Items to Confirm now surfaces 
more actions directly in the 
summary table.

2. New actions include “Confirm 
Schedule Line” and “Reject 
Entire Order”.
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1. New split action allows for intuitive capability to add (or remove) split lines as necessary, directly in the 
confirmation table. Previously this was a two-step process hidden behind several menus/screens.

2. Split icon indicates which lines are added via the split action.
3. Adjust dates and quantities as appropriate for your split rationale.

Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Items to Confirm in New Supplier Workbench
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